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Question: 92

Another term for thermal waving is

A. finger waving
B. roller setting
C. dry hairstyling
D. marcel waving

Answer: D

Explanation: 
Thermal or marcel waving is named after its inventor, Marcel Grateau. 

Question: 93

To avoid burning the client during thermal waving, you should

A. hold the comb between the scalp and iron
B. keep the hair very wet
C. always use a curling gel or lotion
D. keep your fingers wrapped around the iron

Answer: A

Explanation: 
To avoid burning the client, always keep the comb between the scalp and the iron.

Question: 94

To complete a thermal hairstyle after forming all the curls, youshould

A. brush the hair, working up from the nape
B. comb the hair, working down from the crown
C. use setting gel and a blow dryer
D. back-comb the hair, and then style it with a brush

Answer: A

Explanation: 
Use a brush for styling; work upward from the nape of the neck. 



Question: 95

Blow-curling is most successful on hair that has been cut with

A. blunt ends
B. thinning shears
C. tapered ends
D. a razor

Answer: C

Explanation: 
Blow-curling works best on hair cut with tapered ends. 

Question: 96

What percentage of the curl is removed by a soft press?

A. 3040 percent
B. 4050 percent
C. 5060 percent
D. 6070 percent

Answer: C

Explanation: 
The soft press removes approximately 50 to 60 percent of the curl.

Question: 97

What is applied to the hair just before a thermal straighteningtreatment?

A. water
B. setting gel
C. pressing oil
D. shampoo

Answer: C

Explanation: 
Pressing oil or cream is applied just before thermal straightening. 



Question: 98

Which of the following wigs would be the most expensive andthe best quality?

A. machine-made, human hair
B. hand-made, human hair
C. machine-made, artificial hair
D. hand-made, artificial hair

Answer: B

Explanation: 
Hand-made wigs made of human hair are the most expensive

Question: 99

How often do human hair wigs need to be cleaned?

A. every week
B. every 24 weeks
C. every 12 months
D. every 3 months

Answer: B

Explanation: 
Human hair wigs need to be cleaned frequently because they absorb dirt and odors. 

Question: 100

Which statement about setting and styling a wig isINCORRECT?

A. You must devise a style that conceals the hairline.
B. You should always set the wig while it is on the client.
C. You need to consider the added fullness of the client's hair
D. You should use pin curls instead of rollers all around the

Answer: B

Explanation: 
Wigs are set and styled while on the blocking. 
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